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gress1 and Lord Palmerston's promise of Government support
for political reasons seems to have been obtained,2 when
suddenly, on August I4th, 1857, Lord Palmerston withdrew the
support of the Government.3 The whole project fell through.
British public opinion had not been unanimously in favour of
the Mesopotamian route to India, The objection was raised
that the British fleet could not be used to protect the route. Its
strategical value, either to convey troops to India or to counter-
act Russian influence, was not a subject of agreement even
among military experts.4 It was contended, even as it was of the
Suez Canal, that the construction of the new highway would
facilitate aggression rather than discourage it.5 It would seem,
moreover, that the British Government believed that if the
railway ever became a necessity it could, because of its long-
standing prestige and influence at the Sublime Porte, obtain
permission at any time to proceed with the project — a doubtful
supposition in view of the gradual change in its relations
with Turkey — a change not yet generally realized in Great
Britain.
Of even greater importance was Great Britain's belief that by
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Also Parl. Debates, 3rd S., Vol. cxlvii (1857), pp. 1226, 1652, 1658, 1662,
3 The possibility of checking French influence, again in the ascendancy in
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railway was in exchange for French consent to use the overland (Egyptian)
route for the dispatch of troops to India at a critical stage m the mutiny. See
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